Greetings All,

March 2021

I am excited and proud to be sending out this message to all our district partners. As the newly appointed Program
Director for Rossier Park School, I look forward to meeting each and every one of you and strengthening our tremendous working relationship moving forward.

Early on as a collegiate student/basketball player, I was fortunate to have a few life changing professors and coaches.
Their passion for educating at-risk youth gave me a sense of direction on how I wanted to impact the world. I then
went on to earn my Bachelor’s Degree in Education and a Masters’ of Psychology with an emphasis in Applied Behavior
Analysis. During my nine years with Spectrum, I have served in a plethora of roles in our California programs. I initially
started as an Instructional Aide with the organization. During my tenure in this role, I became fascinated with student
behavior along with making environmental and academic changes to ensure our students had the ability to not only
receive but have success with learning. I then continued progressing in the company in roles such as Behavioral Specialist and Behavior Clinician before becoming a Program Director for one of our programs in Columbus, Georgia.

When the opportunity was presented to come back home to SUNNY California and be a part of such a historic campus,
I could not refuse. Now, here I am, here to not only serve the students of Rossier Park, but to serve, assist and ensure
that your needs are also met in a timely manner. With all my experience, I have learned and believe that it is critical for
students and professionals to have honest and open communication. I wish I could have coined the phrase, “I cannot
read your mind”, as this is a phrase I believe correlates with everyday interactions. With this, I want you all to feel welcome to reach out to me at any time to express happiness, anxiety, concerns, and
successes to achieve a common goal, “improving our students lives daily”.
At your service,

Brian Tollette
Program Director
Rossier Park School
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